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Create luminous drawings with this deluxe Studio Series Colored Pencil Set! Premium colored

pencils have soft-core leads for superb color laydown and smooth and easy shading and blending.

Let these premium pigments bring your drawings to life.This comprehensive colored pencil set

contains:30 premium pencils in a spectrum of colors.Sharpener.Eraser.Basic tips for using colored

pencils.A convenient transparent reusable storage case.Storage case measures 12-9/16 inches

wide by 10-5/6 inches high by 3/8 inches deep.
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> Drawing

This was to replace the colored pencils my granddaughter generously gave to her little brother. She

is very artistic and always drawing and coloring. This is a really good set of colored pencils for a

child, but an adult artist might find them a little hard and not easy to blend.

These pencils have lead that requires significant pressure to get a good lay down of color, and they

don't color very smoothly. Fine for a child who's just learning and will probably press harder while

coloring, not great for an older kid or adult who wants softer lead.

I purchased these pencils to go along with my Secret Garden book. They were fine until it came

time to sharpen them. I dont know if it's the cheap sharpener that was included, the wood quality, or

both. But the wood is practically shredded when sharpened or if I sharpen the lead, it falls out. Im on

 looking for better quality sharpener AND pencils!



Haven't had any trouble with breakage. Nice colors. Would purchase again if needed or for a gift.

Plastic case is convenient.

I purchased these color pencils to go along with a coloring book that I purchased. They're

awesome. The work well and the colors are rich! I like to color as a mindfulness activity. It calms me

so I need to make sure that I had pencils that would look good and not break easily or not color well.

Because that would defeat the purpose lol.

Wonderful quality, excellent color distribution. The variety of colors included allowed me to complete

a piece that I was struggling with due to limited shades. Will buy again!

I bought them for my self, I love them. Very nice when I use them for coloring in my cooling book to

unwind

These pencils are super smooth, and lay down pigment in a way that is similar enough to my

Prismacolor Premiers that I am perfectly content to reach for them when I want saturated,

artist-quality color.
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